Aim: To present a model that estimates when predictors most accurately predict the remaining duration of certified sickness absence. Methods: A questionnaire was given to 549 patients who were certified sick, and to their doctors. The questionnaires were completed at consultations that occurred from one to 20 weeks after the start of absence. The duration of the episodes of certified sickness absence was provided by the National Sickness Benefit Register. Four separate analyses were performed for self-assessed work ability, diagnoses, age and gender of the patients. The difference between observed remaining duration of the episodes of absence and their estimated expected duration, in percent, served as a measure of predictive accuracy. The improvement of predictive accuracy, compared with a variable that had no association with the outcome (a constructed comparison variable), was estimated for each of the variables of interest, by weeks of consultations. Results: Self-assessed work ability had no improved predictive accuracy in consultations at one week. It was 10% better at eight weeks, reached a maximum of 12% at 13 weeks, and was 10% better at 20 weeks. The predictive accuracy of diagnoses was at its best of 22% in consultations at one week, and at a minimum of 9% better at 11 weeks. The predictive accuracy of age was 7% better at one week, and 10% at 20 weeks. Gender showed no improved predictive accuracy. Conclusions: Self-assessed work ability is most accurate as a predictor in the interval between eight and twenty weeks from the start of absence, diagnoses are most accurate in the first weeks.
BACKGROUND
Medicine has to deal with new predictive factors, as advances in epidemiology, statistics and computing power have made increased use of prognostic models possible (1) (2) (3) . Predictive factors have certain predictive magnitudes, measured by rate or hazard ratios. These ratios indicate whether values of independent variables are predictive, relative to reference categories, or not. Analyses may be performed at different times during e.g. a disease, or an episode of certified sickness absence (4, 5) . Such an approach does not give measures about how useful a prognostic factor per se is, that is how accurately the factor predicts for example duration of absence, nor how that accuracy changes over time. A factor with a low or unknown predictive accuracy is of limited use as a prognostic tool, and even strong predictors may have low predictive accuracy (3) .
How the predictive accuracy of factors change over time may provide important information for deciding which interventions to choose, and at what time to use them. For example, when do measurements of the functional consequences of a disease most accurately serve as a predictor of the remaining duration of certified sickness absence? This information could be useful for doctors to initiate therapy and rehabilitation at the right time (6) . Analyses that estimate the predictive accuracy of variables, and how it changes during the course of a disease, may thus supply useful prog-nostic information.
We have shown in a previous study that selfassessed work ability predicts the remaining duration of certified sickness absence in episodes that have lasted more than one week at the time the assessments are made, in a representative group of patients in general practice (7) . Diagnostic groups predict remaining duration at the start of episodes, but not later, while the age of patients predicts remaining duration both in new and prolonged episodes. The gender of the patients is not predictive of duration. However, although self-assessed work ability, diagnoses and the age of patients are significant predictors of duration of absence, their change of predictive accuracy by time from the start of sickness absence is not known. And thus it is not certain when assessments of these predictors should be made.
AIM
The aim of this study was to present a model that estimates when predictors most accurately predict the remaining duration of certified sickness absence.
METHODS

Data collection
Data collection took place January-April 1996 in the county of Aust-Agder, southern Norway (7). The county had 100,211 inhabitants in 1996. All general practitioners and company doctors in the county were invited to participate in the study. Each doctor recorded episodes of certified sickness absence made during office hours. Patients who were issued new sickness certificates, or certificates for prolongation of ongoing episodes of absence, were consecutively included in the study. No instruction was given that a certain time of absence episodes should be given special attention. Patients and doctors completed questionnaires independent of one another, and were assured that participation in the study would not interfere with absence status. For episodes recorded more than once, only the first was included in the analyses.
This study focused on prediction of duration early in the course of absence. Episodes with duration of more than 20 weeks at the time of consultations were therefore excluded.
The sample
From a sample of 567 paired questionnaires from patients and doctors, 11 were excluded because they concerned patients certified sick while on rehabilitation benefits, and seven were excluded for other reasons (7) . The study sample consisted of questionnaires from 549 patients, 49 general practitioners, and three company doctors. The doctors recorded an average of 11 episodes each (minimum 4, maximum 23). The patients' ages ranged from 17-65 years (mean 41 years), and 56% were women.
Definitions
• Accuracy is defined as the degree to which a measurement, or an estimate based on measurements, represents the true value of the attribute that is being measured (8) .
• Predictive accuracy in this paper is defined as the difference in percent between model predictions of duration (expected remaining duration) and observed remaining duration of episodes of certified sickness absence.
• Improved predictive accuracy is defined as the improvement of predictive accuracy for the variable of interest (estimated in percent), compared with a variable that had no association with the outcome (a constructed comparison variable).
Variables
The patients answered the following question about work ability: "To what degree is your ability to perform your ordinary, remunerative work reduced today?" The answer categories were: "Very much reduced", "much reduced", "moderately reduced", "not much reduced" and "hardly reduced at all" (9) . As the distribution of these categories was strongly skewed, work ability assessed as moderately, not much, or hardly reduced at all was recoded to moderately reduced. The other options were left unchanged. The doctors classified the main sickness certification diagnoses according to ICPC (International Classification of Primary Care) (10) . Musculoskeletal, psychological, respiratory disorders, and injuries are important groups of diagnoses in sickness absence (11, 12) . The diagnoses were therefore recoded into those groups, and all other disorders. The age of patients was recoded into four groups; 17-30 years, 31-40, 41-50 and 51-65 years.
An episode of certified sickness absence ends by return to work, by reaching maximum sickness benefit time -which is 365 calendar days in Norway, or by transition to other benefits. The observed remaining duration of absence, from the time of the consultation to the end of the episode, was measured in calendar days. The National Sickness Benefit Register supplied duration data (13) . No episode was lost to follow-up.
Analyses
For details, see Appendix. In short, linear regressions, stratified by weeks of consultation (one to 20 weeks), were used to estimate the expected remaining duration for each episode of certified sickness absence, based on observed remaining duration (Stage I analyses). Self-assessed work ability, diagnoses, age and gender of the patients were independent variables in four separate analyses.
The difference in percent between expected and observed remaining duration served as a measure of the accuracy of the prediction. These accuracy measures were used in Stage II linear regressions with weeks of consultation. Because the possible range of observed remaining duration after consultation is associated with the duration of certified sickness absence before consultation, predictive accuracy is timedependent, which was corrected for by including second-order coefficients (see Appendix for details). Furthermore, estimations of how much better the predictive accuracy for the variables of interest were, compared with a variable that had no association with the outcome (a constructed comparison variable), were performed (see Appendix for details). The improved predictive accuracy was given in percent.
RESULTS
Work ability was assessed by the patients as moderately reduced in 29% of the cases, much reduced in 34%, and very much reduced in 37% ( Table 1 ). The diagnostic groups were musculoskeletal disorders in 42% of the cases, psychological disorders in 18%, respiratory disorders in 16%, injuries in 5%, and all other disorders in 19%.
Self-assessed work ability had no improved predictive accuracy in consultations at one week. It was 10% better at eight weeks, reached a maximum of 12% at 13 weeks, and was 10% better at 20 weeks ( Figure 1) .
The predictive accuracy of diagnoses was at its best of 22% in consultations at one week, and at a minimum of 9% better at 11 weeks. The predictive accuracy of age was 7% better at one week, and 10% at 20 weeks. Gender showed no improved predictive accuracy. 
DISCUSSION
Method
Participating patients were similar to other patients certified sick regarding age, gender and diagnoses (7, 9) . Responding patients were similar to nonresponding patients, as were participating to nonparticipating doctors. The National Sickness Benefit Register in Norway serves as an account system for the payment of sickness benefits, and is therefore revised, audited and quality controlled. The register also ensures good follow-up of the cases. None were lost to follow-up in this study. There were few observations in consultations at more than four weeks (Table 1 ). This should be considered when interpreting the results, because an estimation based on one observation yields high predictive accuracy, i.e. estimated equals observed remaining duration.
The presented study resembles meta-analysis, because it can be considered as 20 different studies, one for each week, and the regression a meta-analysis that estimates an overall predictive accuracy for the variable of interest. A test for homogeneity would check for differences of accuracy between the studies, but only yield a dichotomous answer (14) . Cox models with time-dependent co-variates, and non-parametric regression spline models, can take changes of hazard that may occur after the assessments of the predictors into account, by using repeated measurements of the predictor (3, 4) . Such approaches applied to our data would neither measure how accurately the variable of interest predicts duration, nor how that accuracy changes by the time of consultation, and would represent even more complicated analyses than the ones presented here. Our approach estimates the change in association over time.
Main findings
When trying to assess the prognosis of a disease it is necessary to take the time of the assessment, relative to the start of the disease, into account. Prognostic tools should be predictive and accurate. We consider an improved predictive accuracy of self-assessed work ability of 12%, 13 weeks after the start of certified sickness absence, to be of possible importance in clinical practice. Diagnoses had an improved predictive accuracy at the beginning of absence, age had a gradual increase of accuracy by time of consultations, while gender was neutral. Thus, different information has different prognostic value by time.
Other possible applications
Methods estimating predictive accuracy may enable doctors to make more confident statements about prognoses, based on measurements performed at different times during the course of diseases. The presented model may thus be useful in other fields of medicine that deal with time-dependent data. For example, when during hepatitis do the levels of liver enzymes most accurately predict the duration of the disease?
CONCLUSIONS
Self-assessed work ability is most accurate as a predictor of the remaining duration in the interval between eight and twenty weeks from the start of absence, diagnoses are most accurate in the first weeks.
APPENDIX
Stage I analyses
Linear regressions were used to estimate the expected remaining duration (D expected ) for each episode of absence, for the variables of interest, by when consultations occurred (T 0 =1,2,…20 weeks), based on the observed remaining duration (D observed ) of the episode. 20 separate, ordinary linear regression analyses were performed with selfassessed work ability, diagnoses and age and gender of the patients as independent variables in four sets of analyses.
The ratio of expected remaining duration to observed remaining duration (D expected / D observed ), served as a measure of the accuracy of the prediction. Because a regression yields the mean of the dependent variable as the optimal expected value, approximately half of the observations will be longer, and half will be shorter than the expected value. The direction of such a deviation was not our interest. We wanted a measure of deviation from perfect accuracy. Values of D expected / D observed of less than 1.0 were kept unchanged, while values larger than 1.0 were inverted. The portions were multiplied by 100, which gives the deviation from perfect accuracy in percent.
Stage II analyses
Correction for time dependency
Because there is a maximum possible duration of certified sickness absence of 365 days, there is a non-linear increase in accuracy depending on the time of consultation. At consultation of one week (T 0 = 1), observed remaining duration can vary between one and 52 weeks, while at 20 weeks it can vary between one and 32 weeks. Observed remaining duration thus depends on when the consultation occurs, as do expected remaining duration. The probability that expected remaining duration equals observed remaining duration is less likely by coincidence at consultation at one week than at 20 weeks, and the predictive accuracy therefore also depends on when the consultation occur. The difference between predictive accuracy for a variable of interest in consultations at 19 and 20 weeks is larger than the difference at one and two weeks. Therefore the change in predictive accuracy, by when consultations occur, is non-linear. The simplest non-linear model, using a second order factor, was introduced in the Stage II analyses to correct for this.
Linear regressions with second order factors were fit to the Stage I accuracy measures and time of consultations (one to 20 weeks) for the variables of interest (Stage II analyses). The transformed measures of D expected / D observed was the dependent variable, T 0 with second order factor was the independent variable. The resulting second (b 2 ) and first (b 1 ) order coefficients, and the constant term (k), are presented in Table 2 . 
Estimation of improved predictive accuracy
In order to yield a measure of how much better the predictive accuracy for the variable of interest was, compared with a variable that had no association with the outcome, a comparison variable was constructed. Variables with random values with a normal distribution, a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one, and with a uniform distribution between zero and one, were used in that construction. The means of 1000 Stage I analyses, by weeks of consultation (one to 20), using 1000 different generated variables with random values, were used in Stage II analyses. The means represent the most probable values for the predictive accuracy of any variable, by when the consultations occurred. The use of normally or uniformly distributed random values gave similar means. The uniform distribution was arbitrarily chosen. The resulting b 2, b 1 and k are presented in Table 2 This measure was subtracted 1.00, which means that equal values of the ratio components yielded zero. The deviation from zero was plotted against when the consultations occurred (Figure 1) , which visualized the improvement in percent in predictive accuracy for the variables of interest.
